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WELCOME
The recovery in oil markets has been spectacular.
In January 2020, Brent Crude was trading at $70 a barrel. At
the height of covid hysteria, the black stuff infamous traded
negative at -$40 a barrel.
As I type, Brent is now trading at $80, a 3-year high.
With oil having made a complete recovery and some, one
might assume publicly traded oil companies are also trading
at pre-pandemic levels.
Not yet. Does herein lie an opportunity?
Oil majors such as BP and Royal Dutch Shell reside a fair
distance from pre-pandemic prices. Shares in BP and Royal
Dutch Shell need to gain some 60% from the current levels
to reach January 2020 prices.
So why the lag between the commodity price recovery and
the stock price?
The price of oil is very fluid in its trading, highly driven by
demand, which soared once pharmaceutical companies
announced the creation of covid vaccines, sparking hopes
of an economic recovery.
Furthermore, OPEC is always on hand to tighten or loosen
the production taps in an attempt to control the price.
Oil companies had to make some desperate moves during
the health pandemic including cutting dividend payments,
suspending share buyback programmes, suspending new
projects, selling assets and laying off staff, all of which
concern investors and prompt selling.
The positive to derive from such actions is the reduction in

costs. Prior to the collapse in the oil price, BP’s production
cost per barrel was approximately $56, it is now thought to
be $42.
In order for oil companies to reclaim pre-pandemic share
prices they need time, time to extract the oil and sell it into
the market at a profit. With every 90 days of business that
pass, the companies reveal their quarterly earnings to the
market.
At a cost of $42 per barrel, if the underlying oil price can
hold steady at $80 for the next six months, BP would likely
report another two profitable quarters. Performance like
this and any subsequent dividend increases and share
buyback programmes would reassure investors and tempt
them into the stock creating buying pressure, resulting in a
rising share price.
In this report we take a look at oil major BP Plc and
AIM listed Gulf Keystone Petroleum, two very different
companies attempting to prosper from the bounce back in
oil markets.
Remember, not all trades prove profitable and we champion
the market maxim ‘cut your losses’. In particular, please take
note of the reassess levels of every trade.
Good luck with your investments.
Frederick & Oliver
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Buy
BP Plc
THE PRICE OF OIL RECOVERED BEYOND PRE-PANDEMIC LEVELS,
IS NOW THE TIME TO BACK BP SHARES TO CATCH UP?

COMPANY
INFORMATION

Frederick & Oliver has featured BP Plc in its research
reports on two occasions over the past year.

BP Plc engages in the energy business worldwide. It operates through Gas & Low Carbon Energy, Oil Production &
Operations, Customers & Products, and Rosneft segments.

Once in a report titled FTSE Vaccine Victors, published in
October 2020 when the shares were trading at 194p and
again in April 2021 at 297p in a report titled BP - Special
Report.
Both of these reports can be downloaded from the Report
Library found on the Research page of our website.
For a third time in 12 months, the research team is
prepared to champion the stock once again.
To back BP is to back the price of oil. Let’s recap some of
the themes supporting the oil prices currently:
•
•
•
•
•
•

President Biden has had a $2tn Covid relief fund
approved and has revealed plans for a further $2.5tn
infrastructure spend.
A multitude of data suggests China’s industrial-led
economy is roaring back.
The International Monetary Fund has forecast global
economic growth to reach 6% this year.
Global central banks continue to support economies.
OPEC predicts demand for oil in 2022 will exceed
pre-pandemic demand seen in 2019.
Analysts at Goldman Sachs and Bank of America have
suggested oil could reach $100 per barrel in 2021.

In recent weeks we have noticed a number of analysts
issuing positive comments on oil stocks.
In our City View newsletter (subscribe for free on the
Research page of our website) of 7th September we
reported Goldman Sachs had published a report titled
‘Recovery Beneficiaries’ tipping BP shares to advance 70%

to 505p over the next 12 months. More recently, analysts
at JP Morgan issued a target price of 510p on BP, noted in
our City View newsletter of 23rd September.
As mentioned in the introduction of this report, BP’s
management team has worked wonders in reducing its
production costs by 25% to $42 per barrel, from $56 per
barrel in 2019. Furthermore, the company believes it will
reduce the breakeven cost to $35 later this year.
In August, CEO Bernard Looney revealed the company
had made a second quarter profit of $2.8bn, ahead of
analysts expectations of $2.06bn.
The company expanded its dividend and share buyback
programmes, and pledged to continue doing so if
performance can be sustained.
At a cost of $42 per barrel, if the underlying oil price can
hold steady above $70 for the next 6 to 12 months, BP
would likely report another 2 to 4 profitable quarters.
Reassess level - 285p. From a technical perspective, a revisit
of this price would have resulted in a breakdown from the
current rising channel (rising green lines).

Listing

Market Cap

52-week range

Dividend yield

FTSE 100

£67bn

188p - 508p

4.8%

CHART OBSERVATIONS
Current Price

52-week Low

52-week High

Distance to Low

Distance to High

318p

188p

508p

-40%

+60%
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Buy
Gulf Keystone Petroleum
AS OIL TRADES AT A 3-YEAR IS NOW THE TIME TO BUY SHARES IN
A PRODUCER WITH PRODUCTION COSTS SUB-$3 A BARREL?

COMPANY
INFORMATION

Independent oil and gas company Gulf Keystone Petroleum
is the operator of the Shaikan field, one of the biggest fields
by production and reserves in the Kurdistan region of Iraq.

having received a dividend payment. GKP boasts a 12%
annual dividend which has been nearer to 20% for those
qualifying for an additional ‘special divided’.

Gulf Keystone Petroleum Limited engages in the exploration, evaluation, and production of oil and gas properties in
the Kurdistan Region of Iraq and the United Kingdom. The company operates Shaikan field that covers an area of 283
square kilometers, which is located north-west of Erbil.

Gulf Keystone Petroleum (GKP) has an 80% working
interest in the field, whilst the remaining 20% is held by
MOL Group, a Budapest-based oil and gas company.

GKP’s ability to pay strong dividends stems for its high
profit margins and sole focus on the Shaikan field. Whereas
oil majors such as BP have to constantly invest in multiple
projects worldwide, GKP is simply running the 40,000bpd
Shaikan field project.

The field was discovered back in 2009, causing shares in
GKP to skyrocket 1200% in just 3 months from 10p to 130p
a share.
Shares went on to peak at a whopping 450p in 2012, driven
higher by a number of upward revisions in the volume of oil
judged to be in the Shaikan field, as well as strong market
chatter of a takeover from US oil giant Exxon Mobil which
happened to be exploring for oil in the region.
Retail investor chats rooms buzzed with talk of offers in
excess of 2000p a share.
The size of the field has always captured the imagination
of investors. GKP once estimated the field to hold 13.7bn
barrels, though opinion has varied on the amount of oil that
could be recovered.
Geopolitical issues have hounded GKP over the past decade
largely due to Baghdad refusing to recognise Kurdistan’s
claims of being an autonomous region, initially resulting in
payment disputes, though thankfully a more harmonious
relationship now exists.
GKP reported a half-year profit of $65m compared to
a $33m loss reported for the same period in 2020 due to
Covid-related disruptions.
Investors have recently been rewarded for their loyalty

Furthermore, due to the field being onshore and relatively
shallow, extraction costs are low. GKP recently confirmed
operating costs of $2.50-$2.90 per barrel.
A strong institutional presence should reassure investors.
UBS, JP Morgan and BlackRock each hold more than 5% of
the company’s shares.
Hopes of a takeover or ramping up production to 100,000
barrels of oil per day - the investor dreams of yesteryear are highly unlikely.
That said, investing in Gulf Keystone Petroleum as small,
independent producer of oil, has its merits:
•
•
•
•

Production costs are low, margins are high
Dividend yield is above 10%
Shares have ‘broken-out’ above falling resistance (see
chart)
Underlying oil theme is strong

Shares traded as high as 275p in 2019, traders will be hoping
for a return to former values in 2022.
Reassess level - 160p. Allowing for greater than normal
deviations in this stock is sensible. A decline below 160p,
from a technical perspective, would be cause for concern.

Listing

Market Cap

52-week range

Dividend yield

AIM

$418m

67p - 205p

12.4%

CHART OBSERVATIONS
Current Price

52-week Low

52-week High

Distance to Low

Distance to High

194p

67p

205p

-65%

+6%
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First Class
FREDERICK & OLIVER, A BOUTIQUE BRAND WITH TRADITIONAL
VALUES, DELIVERS A PREMIUM STOCKBROKING SERVICE.
Traditional broker-client relationship
To us, the client-broker relationship provides an
irreplaceable avenue of understanding, guiding you through
the ever-changing market with assurance and dexterity.

Our pledge
Frederick & Oliver endeavors to deliver exceptional
customer service, after all your stock market portfolio
deserves nothing less.

News & Analysis
Reading the stock market can feel relentless, especially
when looking to trade in markets that demand consistent
and thorough revision. We deliver need-to-know
information, highlighting the benefits and consequences
of industry actions that directly impact your portfolio.

City View
To receive our complimentary newsletter City View by
email, please visit www.frederickandoliver.com

Having access to trustworthy and relevant sources ensure
that, even amongst your daily commitments, all decisions
are informed decisions.

Contact Us
Call us on 020 8054 7900
Email us at info@frederickandoliver.com

“Frederick & Oliver’s emphasis on providing an old
fashioned, highly personalised customer service is very
refreshing in this digital age”
Mr. H-S

“Frederick & Oliver has provided me with an excellent
service. They listen, understand what I need, and provide
quality market information. There is a always a person at
the end of the phone, which adds huge value to the service”
Mr. B

“I have known the guys at Frederick & Oliver for over 10
years. They are far from a regular execution-only broker.
They go out of their way to keep clients well informed
of market developments and upcoming events. - Great
service. Thank you”
Mr. C
“I was totally new to stock trading. Six months on, I have
been reassured by the team’s safety-first approach. Access
to the team is easy and fast, they are also quick to get in
touch with important updates. I have introduced many
friends to Frederick & Oliver who have given me the same
positive feedback. Thank you guys”
Mr. A

More information
Please visit www.frederickandoliver.com

“I can highly recommend the services of Frederick &
Oliver. This is a very professional company providing up
to date guidance and relevant information”
Mr. W
“Frederick & Oliver is the best CFD broker I have worked
with. The team understands the markets, are responsive
to market changes and quickly inform their investors.
They understand me, my preferences and my weaknesses,
tempering my natural gun-ho approach in periods of
uncertainty”
Mr. F

RISK WARNING
All content provided in this report is for your information
only.
This article may contain opinions and is not advice or a
recommendation to buy, sell or hold any investment.
No representation or warranty is given on the present
or future value or price of any investment, and investors
should form their own view on any proposed investment.
This article has not been prepared in accordance with
legal requirements designed to promote the independence
of investment research and is considered a marketing
communication. Non-independent research is not subject
to FCA rules prohibiting dealing ahead of research,
however we have put controls in place (including dealing
restrictions, physical and information barriers) to manage
potential conflicts of interest presented by such dealing.
Frederick & Oliver (F&O) is an Appointed Representative
of C B Financial Services Limited (trading as One Financial
Markets).
Your account is held with C B Financial Services Limited
and all dealing, administration and settlement is carried
out by them.
C B Financial Services Ltd is registered in England with
company number 6050593.
Frederick & Oliver expressly disclaims all liability from
actions or transactions arising out of the usage of this
content. By using our services, you expressly agree to hold
Frederick & Oliver harmless against any claims whatsoever
and confirm that your actions are at your sole discretion
and risk.

CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high
risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 71% of
retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs
with this provider. You should consider whether you
understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford
to take the high risk of losing your money.

